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B e w a r e !

By KIM TURNER
Hi-i-i-yah! Shades of Bruce Lee
and David Carradinc! Campus
men had best beware, or they
may find themselves providing
opportunities for SWOSU's women to practice their new selfdefense techniques.
A self-defense clinic will be
held in the Student Center Snack
Bar on Monday evening, March
3, at 7 p.m.
The clinic is only one of many
Senate-sponsored activities offered to Southwestern's students
this semester. Also discussed at
the Student Association's Feb. 6
meeting were the movies to be
shown Wednesday evening, Feb.
13, in the Student Center Ballroom. "The Promise" and "Bri-

S e l f - D e f e n s e

an's Song" are two romantic features to be presented in honor of
Valentine's Day.
A St. Patrick's Day dance will
be held on Monday evening,
March 17, followed by I980's
Spring Week. Activities will tentatively include a dance, movie,
and bike marathon. This semester's blood drive, which will be
held April 1 and 2 in the Student
Center's Upper Lounge, will be
included in activities for Spring
Week. March 31 to April 4.
In addition to discussion of
spring semester activities, the
Feb. b Senate Meeting included a
discussion of campus beautification ideas and other possible improvements with Bob Maynard.
Maynard will be speaking with

C l i n i c

the group again in April to finalize plans for several Senatesponsored projects.
The Association also appropriated S300 to increase the cash
award presented to the 1980 Miss
Southwestern Pageant.
The Senate appropriated SI25
to sponsor the attendance of several representatives of Southwestern at the annual Oklahoma
Intercollegiate Legislature to be
held later this month in Oklahoma
City. The committee appointed to
make arrangements for SWOSU
students to attend the OIL includes Jackie Henson, Ricky
Math is and Clay Scott.
The constitution of the newlyformed Humanities Club was ap-

M a r c h

3

proved by the Association.
dent Association will be held at 6
Budget and Appropriations p.m. on Wednesday, Feb. 13. in
Committee Chairman Allen the Skyvicw Lounge of the StuSwanda announced an appropria- dent Center.
tion of S302.50 for the movies to
be presented Feb. 13.
Ricky Mathis, freshman class WANT AD
vice-president, introduced Shelly
ADDRESSERS WANTED IMChasm, new freshman class sen- MEDIATELY! Work at home-no
ator. A new Indian Club repre- experience necessary-excellent
sentative. George Hiney, was also pay. Write American Service,
presented.
8350 Park Lane, Suite 127, Dallas,
The next meeting of the Stu- Tex. 75231.

W h a t s

&

W h a t

N o t s

Gifts for that Special Person:

(conoco)
SCIENTIFIC P R O G R A M M E R S
NEEDED FOR RESEARCH-RELATED J O B S
IN P O N C A C I T Y

Big

selection of V a l e n t i n e

Red Silk Rose

Cards.

Arrangements.

Don't f o r g e t o u r
discipline preference win oe given 10 applicants wun experience on k.
VAX-11 -780 systems Work includes programming and software development in support
ot a broad range ol geological and geophysical research projects Excellent salary, benefits.
and career opportunities Interested applicants should send their resume to

Mobiles & Kinetics,
that work by touch.

Technical Assistant
Exploration Research Division
Room 16. West Office Building
Conoco Inc.
P 0 Box 1267
Ponca City. OK 74601
Conoco Inc is on Equal Emplovmeni Opporlunily 'AHirmottve Action Employer
No Agencies Pleas*

Before Merle Norman Cosmetics

772-5092
312 N. Washington
Weatherford Shopping Center

After Merle Norman Cosmetics

MODEL: Shelia Reichman AGE: 18 yr. old senior at Weatherford High School. WORK: Part-time at Little Rascal's Kids Clothes.
APPROXIMATE TIME SPENT ON MAKE-UP: 20 Minutes.
SHELIA'S DAYTIME ROUTINE:
1. Fresh'N'Fair
2. Moisture Lotion
3. Aqua Base, Bamboo Beige
4. Trans. Beige
5. Sheer Glo Blush
6. Peach Eye Trio
7. Bronze Lip Pencil
8. Bronze Moist Lip Color

SHELIA'S NIGHT TIME ROUTINE:
1. Gel Cleanser for Oily Skin
2. Extra Toning Lotion for Oily Skin
3. Aqua Lube Night Moisture

$4.50
$5.50
$5.50
$4.50
$5.25
$9.00
$3.50
$4.50

TOTAL COST FOR SHELIA'S DAYTIME LOOK: $42.25

$6.75
$5.50
$5.50

SHELIA'S NIGHT TIME COMPLEXION CARE PROGRAM: " i l T ^

COME IN & LET ONE OF OUR BEAUTY ADVISORS
HELP YOU FIND YOUR OWN PERSONALIZED BEAUTY PROGRAM
110N. Broadway
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Rent A Ford
Fifteen coeds
Shealso will receive a
Fifteen
coeds will
will oarade
parade and
and western. She
>
LOW DAILY RATES
Miss Congeniality will be pre- Mu Phi Epsilon.
.
RENT BY THE DAY. WEEK
perform for the judges on Valen- trophy, crown and sterling silver sented $25 in cash by the Senate,
And Deborah Lynn TempleOR
MONTH
tine's Day, Thursday (Feb. 14), in charm.
-nd the talent winner will receive man, Yukon freshman, Alpha
Cash awards include $100 from
.
P
I
C
K UP 4 DELIVERY AVAILABLE
competition for the title of Miss
Gamma
Delta;
Cheryl
Frances
a plaque and $25 in cash from Mi.
Southwestern State University. Custer County Federal Savings and Mrs. Donald Kisinger of Vaverka, Hennessey sophomore.
RENTACAR
and Loan Association and $85
The annual Miss Southwestern from First National Bank. Security Arapaho, parents of the 1979 Home Economics Club; Kelly
Walker, Gotebo sophomore, OklaPageant, which will produce State Bank is providing a $50 U.S. Miss Southwestern.
MARION DAVIDSON
SWSU's candidate for the 1980 Savings Bond; Bee's Hive, mani- Pageant entries, their home- homa Hall; Pamela Denise WilFord-Lincoln-Mercury
burn. Hobart freshman, "Eight is
Miss Oklahoma crown, is sched- cure; DK and Friends and the towns, classifications and spon- Enough" Club; Valerie Jean WilkM0& Hiwiy "86" Waft
Phone:
SIIM 772 3319 Pam 772-6000
uled for 7:30 p.m. in the Weather- Head Shop, haircuts; TG&Y, a sors are:
ins, Hardesty junior, Phi Mu
Weatherford. Oklahoma 73096
ford High School Auditorium. gift; Terry's Shoe Garden, 20 per Trayce Jo Bradford, Fairview Alpha Sinfonia.
Among the entries are two sen- cent discount on shoes and bag. junior, Alpha Phi Omega; Linda
iors, four juniors, six sophomores Gift certificates will come from R. Carter, Arapaho sophomore,
Toni's Treehouse for $100; C. R.
and three freshmen.
L O O S E
L O D G E
Anthony's, $20; Frankie's, Nab- Rogers Hall; Lorie Sue Hood,
Judging the young women's ors Shoe Inn and Wycoff Drug, Enid junior, Army Reserve Ofperformances in evening dress, $15 each; The Kloset. $50; Smart ficers' Training Corps; Kelly Lee
O p e n 11 a.m. - 12 p.m.
swimsuit and talent will be two Shop and Hutto's, $25 each; Pink James, Carnegie freshman, Tau
former Miss Oklahoma's-Kendi Turtle, The Dixie, Magill Drug Kappa Epsilon; Connie J. JarBrown, who held the title in 1978, and Kristie's Merle Norman Cos- man, Snyder sophomore, Gamma
HAPPY HOUR 4 to 6
Phi Beta.
and Deborah Knight Durland, in metics, $10 each.
And
Kenna
Beth
Kocster,
Lone
1974-and popular Oklahoma City The Southwestern Student SenJtLEVlSED SPORTS
television and radio sportscaster ate will award scholarships of Wolf senior. Wesley Foundation;
$150 to the first runner-up; $125, Marlcita Kay Marlett, Binger
Robbie Robertson.
h o s b a l l - Pool - Pinball
The pageant theme is "Walk second runner-up; $110, third junior. Accounting Club; Sherry
runner-up, and $90, fourth run- Gale Quiglcy, Kingfisher sophoDown Lovers' Lane," and decora- ner-up. Each also is to receive a
more, Baptist Student Union;
tions will be in the Valentine's plaque and sterling silver charm.
Pamala S. Robison. Kingfisher
Ladies Nite- Every Weds.
motif.
senior. English Club; Risa Lynn
Mistress of ceremonies will be
Schmidt, Lone Wolf sophomore,
the reigning Miss Oklahoma, Jill B u s i n e s s F u t u r e L o o k s B r i g h t |
^ n s and bottles s o *
c i a s s 25c
Elmore, and the pageant director
"The job outlook for business rollment ever at Southwestern."
is Lawana Kisinger, Miss SouthPhone - 772-9029
graduates
has never been better,'' The employment seminar,
western 1979. Miss Kisinger is a
noted
Dr.
Roger
Egerton,
dean
of
sponsored by Phi Beta Lambda
junior accounting major from
the School of Business, during a professional business fraternity.
Arapaho.
recent employment seminar for has become a popular event in the
A $200 scholarship from Kel- SWOSU students.
START THE NEW YEAR RIGHT
School of Business. This year's
ley's Jewelry and numerous other Dr. Egerton added that in session was attended by more
gifts await the new Miss South- certain areas-accounting, secre- than 60 Phi Beta Lambda memKappa Kappa Psi
tarial training and, to some de- bers and their guests.
Offers Bonus Cards
gree, marketing and manage- Packets containing sample letKappa Kappa Psi, a band serv- ment-demand has already ex- ters of application, resumes and
ice fraternity, is promoting a ceeded supply, and it has become other employment information
fund-raising project called "Bull- almost impossible to fill about 20 were provided for all participating
per cent of the vacancies.
dog Bonus Club Cards."
students. The packets were pre"Business students need to be pared by members of the MarketThe cards, which may be purchased from Kappa Kappa Psi aware, however, that the compe- ing Club and SWOSU chapter of
members for $6, offer a variety of tition for these jobs is going to be Phi Beta Lambda.
discounts and special considera- increasingly sharp because of the
Dr. Egerton spoke to the stutions by numerous Weatherford large number of students from
dents
on ways they should go
merchants. All merchants and the other areas who are transferring
discounts they offer are listed on to business," Dr. Egerton said. about finding the job they want.
how to research a company and to
the card, which will be honored
"As an example of this increas- prepare for an interview and how
through May 31.
ing competition, enrollment in to go about "selling" themselves
Funds raised through the pro- business for the spring semester to a company.
ject will be used to finance uni- of 1980 is the largest spring enversity band programs and trips.
Have y o u forgotten your Valentine?
It's

n o t t o olate, h u r r y to. ..

Green Acres Nursery ^
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S p e c i a l

Make a New Year's resolution to start your year off right with a
subscription to The Daily Oklahoman, Oklahoma City Times and
The Sunday Oklahoman.
You won't want to miss the complete coverage of the upcom
ng election—the candidates, the issues and the primaries You'll
keep up-to-date on the sports scene with reports on all kinds of
sports action, Including high school, college and professional
games, throughout the season.
Using the Daily Coupons Can Save You the Price of Your
Subscription! Act Today for Home Delivery

One dozen Carnations $9.00
Cash
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Circulation Department
110
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tism it can get, Ali reacted by American "brothers," not one
By STEVE GOULDING
turning his back on America. particular race or religion?
Muhammad Ali may be the
Ali says he'll fight against the
The ex-champ told Kenya regreatest boxer of all time but not porters, "I'm not here to take Soviets in Afghanistan, if drafted,
the greatest American. Events in America's whipping." This is but only because they are a threat
recent weeks raise questions true, but he should stand up for to the Muslims there and in the
By PAM WEEKS
about the former heavyweight the United States regardless of neighboring areas. Earlier he reThe race is on and the networks are on the long stretch home to win champion's political beliefs.
his position on particular policies. fused to fight because it was
the ever-struggling place in the homes of millions of American's tele- As a die-hard Ali fan for the He was supposed to be repre- against his religion. Now Ali
vision sets. According to the Nielsen ratings, NBC seems to be lagging last 15 years, I've always re- senting his country, not himself. would fight in the name of his
behind in the race with ABC and CBS running a close first.
spected what he has done for In Tanzania, Ali told reporters, religion.
In all fairness, Muhammad Ali
As always, a highly-rated program is a likely candidate for a boxing and sports. I believed in "We're all brothers and I'm
highly-rated spin-off. But rarely does the spin-off rank up to the other. him when he refused the draft closer to you than I am to white is not a highly trained expert in
As is the case of "Dallas" and the new spin-off "Knots Landing." during the Vietnam War for his Americans and white Russians." foreign affairs. But even a politiAs a Special Envoy should not Ali cal novice can stand up for his
Little brother Gary Ewing played by Ted Shackelford and sweet, Muslim beliefs forbade him to be representative of all of his country.
loving wife Valine played by Joan VanArk are just not strong char- harm others.
acters to carry the load of an entire show. They are too mild and easy- When President Carter made
going and Valine's accent is just too-Texas. You've got to be a meanAli a Special Envoy to Africa as
J.R., a sweet and handsome Bobby, or a wild Lucy to carry an entire representing the U.S. govern- L e t t e r
t o t h e
E d i t o r
program.
ment, it seemed like a good idea. Dear Editor:
never any obligation to become a
This is probably the explanation for involving us in the lives of all the His mission was to persuade
The Humanities Club of member. All we ask is that a
Ewing's neighbors in "Knots Landing." However, the casting is all African countries to join the boySWOSU offers something totally person bring their brain and use
wrong.
cott of the Olympics in Moscow. unique when compared with other
it, whether it be in talking or just
Spunky Michele Lee and Don Murray who portray Karen and Sid Ali is black, a Muslim, a former
Fairgate, would have been better candidates for therichand vivacious Olympic gold medal winner, and organizations on campus. It is mulling things over silently. If
ideally structured to allow a free you are in a Speech class, you
Ewing's. It's quite a let-down after the "Dallas" crew.
probably the most popular Amer- presentation of opinion (nobody is
might pick up some pointers (or
An occasional visit by J. R., Miss Elly, or Lucy does break th : ican in Africa.
going
to
grab
you
by
the
throat
demonstrate
some), and if anyone
monotony of the sickly-sweet blondes but for the most part this soap How could it go wrong?
and
tell
you
to
shut
up!)
in
a
comhappens
to
be
into Psychology,
opera seems to be sinking.
As soon as he arrived in Africa
Let's hope Lucy, played by Charlene Tilton, has enough sense to seehe began receiving criticism from fortable, yet often emotional at- there may be some human and
inhuman behavior on display.
a dying show and stays on "Dallas." It's hard to relate to a father- reporters and officials concerning mosphere.
Most
of
that
emotion
is
due
to
Dues necessary for obtaining
mother-daughter relationship when they look more like her brother and his trip and other U.S. policies
the
controversial
natures
of
our
membership
and voting privileges
sister. And after all Mommy and Daddy have ignored little daughter related to Africa. In a time when
topics, enabling us to get into in the Humanities Gub are a
Lucy for 17 years. What do they expect from the child?
this country needs all the patrio- some pretty lively discussions.
mere two dollars a semester. We
All in all CBS seems to have made a wrong turn somewhere on the Letters. . .
Some
of
the
best
seem
to
occur
allow
the faculty wishing to join to
road to a successful program.
friends who told all THEIR friends Dear Editor,
when the group is about equally express their fervent gratitude
By CATHY
SAUER
I SAUER
GRAPES
that 1 was looking for a husband. Obviously, Pam Weeks did not divided-meaning the club presi- concerning our noble, thought"Hello?
It took approximately 26 min- see or did not understand the dent, Erik Vollemaere, against encouraging organization by
"Oh. Hi, Uncle Paul.
utes
to completely shatter a se- movie. To begin with Martin everybody else. In a situation like shucking out five times what a
"No, I'm not married yet.
mester's social life and three Sheen was not hired by the gov- this, a logical argument might be
"Yes. I'm graduating in May, weeks before I could find out why
student has to pay.
and I'm still living at home. all the guys were avoiding me like ernment to destroy Marlon Bran- reduced to ashes by the fiery,
Informal meetings can be held
Didn't you want to talk to Dad or I had elephantitis of the lips. do. Martin Sheen was a captain in emotional contentions often used as often as the membership
the U.S. Army, and he was as- to criticize or defend particular
something?"
wants-and we hope this means
As a matter of fact, I've become
Why does everyone always as- so paranoid over the whole subject signed a mission that was sup- viewpoints. But Erik, with a logic we will be holding quite a few.
sume that there's only one pos- that now I leave the room if a posedly to terminate an insane that would do credit to Leonard Formal meetings (with guest
sible explanation behind a single Zales' commercial comes on while man. Ms. Weeks also stated that Nimoy, can use rational reasoning
speakers) will be held the second
girl attending college? The whole a date and I are watching tele- Martin Sheen hitches a ride on an
to
wash
away
any
"emotional
Wednesday of every month.
situation has gotten so bad that vision. I've even been known to Army boat. The four men on the
The first formal meeting at 8
I've stopped going to family re- tear out and bum all the engage- patrol boat were not in the Army; debris," laying bare any flaws
there might be, and sending p.m., will be held in the Skyview
unions because, on an average ment ring ads in the SUNDAY
holiday, I'm usually asked at least OKLAHOMAN before anyone they were in the Navy, and they one's flame of sentiment up in a Room at the Student Center,
had orders to take Martin Sheen futile wisp of smoke.
47 times if I've gotten my gets a chance to read it.
Wednesday, Feb. 13.
up the river.
"M.R.S." yet.
Now don't get the wrong im- The speaker will be David
And with Valentine's Day ap- Robert Duvall was a hardBut my relatives aren't the only proaching, I'm expecting even
pression-these meetings are not Wright and the topic will be
problem; there are also the at- more mental harrassment. . .only nosed colonel and not a hard- embarrassing in the least, and are cultural relativism and its implititudes for some of the men of a different nature. There's nosed captain. Yes, Ms. Weeks, loads of fun if you're like most of
cations on ethics. If you don't
themselves.
something so depressing about it was shocking to see Robert us and enjoy watching people understand this topic, don't worMy first semester here at the pitying glances directed to- Duvall send his men surfing while
ry, you are about as unusual as a
Southwestern, 1 ruined about ward an unattached female from they were in a fire fight. Ms. disagree.
three months' worth of prospect- radiant girls with sparkling, new Weeks also stated that this is Just for the heck of it, come to a dirty plate in the cafeteria, but
meeting, sit back, relax, and instead of going through the dishive dates simply because, during engagement rings.
probably how he kept his sanity. listen for awhile. You are bound
a conversation about monetary inwasher and dripping dry like the
Which reminds me. I'd better
vestments, 1 naively mentioned order myself a dozen roses for In my opinion, Robert Duvall was to learn something, and you cer- other plates, you can come to a
that 1 was thinking about buying aFeb. 14. Maybe if I've got a secret insane, not Marlon Brando.
tainly don't have to participate in meeting and bask in the rays of
Robert Duvall was getting good the discussions if you don't want knowledge. Who knows, you may
set of sterling silver flatware. admirer, my parents won't worry
expand your intellectual horizons.
My date immediately told all about me so much this year. men killed so he could have some to.
his friends who told all their
fun in the sun. In today's Army, if Anyone can come to a meeting
KEVIN EDWARDS
T H E
S O U T H W E S T E R N
we had commanders like that, and keep
on coming-there is
Official Student Publication of
E n d n o t e s
most men wouldn't follow him to
Southwestern
Oklahoma State University
scure magazines and rarely, if the bathroom. If Coppola cenBy KIM TURNER
tered the whole movie around
Subscription Price: S3.00 Per Year
Politicians, the family, foreign ever, read.
Gold is the youngest of six Duvall the movie would of been
relations, women, minorities-almost everything which can be children in a family which is still all blood and gore.
Second Class Postage Paid at Weatherford, OK 73096
considered part of today's society dominated by his cranky, halfMarlon Brando played a Special
Second Class Permit No. 508100
comes under teasing attack in Jo- senile father and the oldest son, Forces colonel and not a captain
seph Heller's new "Good as Sid. The entire family refuses to as Ms. Weeks stated. If a person
believe that Gold has ever made
Published every week of the Academic Year, except during holidays,
Gold."
would look at the two characters
and every other week of the Summer Session by The Southwestern
Heller, author of long-time anything worthwhile of himself played by Robert Duvall and
best-seller "Catch-22," creates in and seems to make a game of torPublishing Co., University Campus, Weatherford, Okla. 73096.
Bruce Gold a protagonist with turing and insulting him at the Marlon Brando, a person could
Member of Oklahoma Collegiate Press Association
whom it is impossible not to sym- numerous family gatherings he is see that Duvall was insane at the
forced
to
attend.
idea
of
war.
Marlon
Brando
was
a
"The Southwestern is a citizen of its community."
pathize with in spite of his occasBut Gold's troubles really begin highly trained soldier who saw a
ional surliness, his infidelity to
Editor
Teri Emel
his sweet but dowdy wife, his lust when he reviews a book of better way to fight and hopefully
Associate
Editor
Pam
Weeks
for money and power, and his memoirs written by the President. end the conflict sooner. Yes, Ms.
Managing
Editor
Susan
Polk
The President is extremely im- Weeks, a conflict, not a war.
hatred for work.
Advising
Editor
Cathy
Saner
Gold is a balding, middle-aged pressed by the review and directs
All through the movie it was
Campus Editor
Kathy Penner
Jew, the father of three children, one of his staff, a former class- implied that Marlon Brando was
mate
of
Gold's,
to
contact
Gold
Student Editor
Pam Robison
one of whom is still attending a
Sports Editor
Tim Allen
private high school. He detests and find a place for him in insane so the audience believed
it. Some of Marlon Brando's
his job as an English professor at Washington.
Greek Editor
Janet Shelby
a nearby college and spends his Ralph Newsome, the staff mem- methods were crude, but he de- Photographer
. .Kenny Elkins
spare time writing scholarly ar- ber, does just that-sort of. As livered the message to the N.V.A.
The opinions expressed on this editorial page are not necessarily the
[Continued on Page 6)
ticles which are published in oband Viet Cong the only way they
opinions of the administration of the university. The Southwestern
understood.
Publishing Co. is solely responsible for the content of this newspaper.
Marlon Brando did not believe
in the politics that was running
the conflict and getting a lot of
good men killed. Yes, Ms. Weeks,
a lot of[Continued
menonwere
because
ofgood
the politics
Page
thatkilled
6]
ran the
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FR-D3
Automatic Return/Shutoff Direct-Drive Turntable
II has good looks-simple, stylish and clean Also great sound.
thanks to the high-torque direct-drive motor Conveniences
include automatic return/shutofl mechanism and simple operation, up-tronl operation panel, easy-view strobe, genlly-curved
S-shaped tonearm new-type headshell. solid rubber platter mat
and more

K L U V E R ' S OF WEATHERFORD
EXCLUSIVE
TEN PERCENT C L U r '
MEMBER \ \ s
This Membership <SpjJU Vssued To:
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Address
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SPECIFICATIONS
Woolor: 406mm 116") cone lype Mldrange. 121mm I4-3/4"! cone
Twoelor 154mm (6-1 /16"IX50mm (2"l horn lype 45mm
The person
SSVUitmBBtar. (1-13/16") X2 cone type Max. Inpul
Power:named
160W on the opposite side of this
card is considered to be one of Kluver's finest
customers and is entitled to a 10% discount on
regular retail prices concerning tapes, records, and
accessories. This card is not applicable towards sale
merchandise. It is non-negotiable and nontransferable.
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G-5700
Pure Power DC Stereo Receiver with Digitally QuartzLocked Tuning System
SPECIFICATIONS
Power Output: 75 watts per channel mm RMS both channels driven
mto 8 ohm load from 20 to 20.000Hz with no more than 0 03% total
harmonic distortion

If you don't come by KLUVER'S of WEATHERFORD and pick up your FREE 10% club card, you'll
not only be missing out on the best music buys in this area, but you'll also be missing out on the FREE
gifts we'll be giving away each week.
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| Continued from Page 4|
with everyone in Washington
with whom Gold gets involved,
every statement Newsomc makes
is contradicted later in the same
sentence, making for quite a bit of
confusion as to what exactly he
has or has not said.
Gold is convinced by Ncwsome,
who seems to have a new wife
every week, that he should divorce his wife. Belle, and find
someone more suitable for Washington's social life--preferably
someone with connections enough
to help advance Gold's mysterious
political career.
The perfect candidate seems to
be Andrea Conovcr. daughter of a
multi-millionaire. and Gold,
though still married to Belle, gets
engaged to Andrea. Her powerful
father unfortunately turns out to
be extremely anti-Semitic, adding
ROBERT W. W1NINGER |rlghl| was honored al a recenl recognition dinner marking his retirement as to Gold's problems.
an associate professor of history at Southwestern. A member of the Department of Social Sciences faculty Not least of these trials is the
since 1966, Wlnlnger Is presented a gift by Dr. Clarence Petrowskv, department chairman.
book which Gold has been commissioned to write on the Jewish
Experience, a concept which he
doesn't understand at all.
Gold takes a temporary leave
from the university in order to devote more time to finding out
what he should be doing in Washington, fooling around with Andrea, and his numerous mistresThe Department of Music pre- through 1980 and assume the asDr. Leroy Thomas, professor of ses, and working on his book.
sented Shannon Close in a gradu- sociation's top office next Jan- English, will have his poem. which seems to be swinging more
ate oboe recital Tuesday in the uary.
"Three Cinquains on Three Sub- toward an expose' of Henry KisMemorial Student Center BallThe 1.100-mcmbcr OMEA is jects." published in (he 1980 singer.
room.
the state branch of the Music Ed- anthology. "Dreams." by Poetry
Although Gold never meets the
Ms. Close. Enid, is working to- ucators National Conference, the Press.
President.
Ncwsome continuously
ward her master's degree in nation's largest professional mus- The poem has been accepted as
music education at SWOSU. She ic group. MENC represents music an entry into the annual poetry relays confusing messages from
received her bachelor's degree in education at all levels, from ele- contest. Pri/.cs of $100. $50. and the White House and assures
music education from Southwest- mentary to higher education.
$25 will be awarded to the top Gold that every breath he takes
ern in 1975.
make the President more anxious
Dr. Chapman will be the first three poems entered.
An oboe student of Dr. Ed- representative of higher education
lo use him. How. exactly, re*• •
mund Williams, assistant profes- to head the OMEA since the midGamma Phi Beta, with 52 mains a mystery.
sor of music, she is a graduate as- 1960 s.
The confusing situation in
points, is currently leading the
sistant instructor in strings in the
A long-time member of the field in competition for the Presi- Washington, turmoil in his famMusic Department, and she is a music teaching profession, he is dent's Trophy to be presented ily, the pressures of carrying on
member of the Music Educators currently president of the Okla- during the annual Duke Awards
his multitude of love affairs, and
National Conference
homa American Choral Directors. Assembly this spring.
the
ever-present nagging of his
Miss Close's recital selections province governor of Phi Mu
The compilation of point totals book contractfinallydrive Gold to
Alpha
national
music
fratcrmlv
included "Sonate-Saint." by
at the close of the fall semester
Saens: "Concert en Ut pour Haul- and chairman of the Commission .ilso shows Kappa Psi with 50; make his climactic decision in the
bois." Cimarosa. and two compo- on Music for the Episcopal Dio- Childhood Education Council, 44; final pages of the book.
sitions by Sy Brandon. "Village cese of Oklahoma.
Heller has performed masterPhi Delta Theta. 33. and SouthDance" for solo oboe and "Sona»• •
western Pharmaceutical Associa- fully with this work, making us
tina" for oboe and trombone.
Stuck for a sweet to send to tion. 20.
laugh at ourselves, our standards.
•• •
your sweetie? Check out the
our greed, and our government.
:
Native dishes from foreign English Club bake sales on Feb.
The political double-talk is nonlands will be featured at a dinner 14, in the Student Center and the
^ a l m t m e ' s
^ sensical
B a g but jsomehow
i > p i ?believable.
ctal
sponsored by the International Arts and Science Building lobby.
making it all the more hilarious. A
Club al the Weatherford Metho- Small, medium and large cakes,
beautiful scene in which Gold
ailing with various sizes of cookdist Church Feb. 29.
For Y o u r V a l e n t i n e :
Tickets for the dinner will be ies, will be available at affordable
prices. Sweet nothings will be
S3. SO.
written in sweet icing, and (hey
P a n g b u r n
C a n d y
•• •
Dr. Charles Chapman, associ- arc sure to be a hit with the one or
ate professor of music, has been ones you love.
The bake sales will be open at
$ 1 . 5 0
a n d
u p .
elected president of the Oklahoma
8:30 a.m. and 9 a.m. and the
Music Educators Association.
He will serve as president-elect giKids promise lo sell quickly.
C o l o g n e s by:
Nina
Ricci
R u s t y
N a i l
Hairstyling

Jontue

- Halston

j %J '\AJL run da 6o muck far uou. Jmt ud kttfp uau
\ ckoodm a cut and dtuff tkat 11 rtukt far uou.
tv it in men i unci u/amon i
bfou/cut i, atufmi, and perm t.
Owner, Operator:
K„nJv
X L

Charlie

- Musk

Essence

Rare

-

Chantillyij

- Babe

Operators: ^iana\fav'"
OPEN MONDAY THRU SATURDAY.
CALL FOR AN APPOINTMENT AT
522 N. State

772-3700

123 West Main

DrUQ

St0f6

-

t

e

s

serves on a White House committee which accomplishes absolutely
nothing and docs so expertly it
the crowning touch to Heller's
political satire.
Gold's Jewish family is perfectly stereotyped. The constant
verbal warfare at the family parties is generously interspersed
with Yiddish and consists mostly
of barbs and insults directed toward Gold and criticism of Jewish
public figures who arc shaming
others of their faith with their
Gentile behavior.
The story is not without its
moments of pathos, however.
When Gold's father finally consents to being shipped off to a
Florida condominium, he reminisces sadly on the days when
the last years of the elderly were
spent in their children's homes,
"Tell me. how is it that a father
can take care of seven children.
and seven children. . .can't take
care of one father?"
Throughout "Good as Gold,"
Heller manages to teasingly poke
fun at some of America's most
revered institutions in a manner
that provokes the reader not only
to smiles and an occasional grin,
but to some serious thought on
the many failings of today's
society.
Letters.
i urn mm il from Page 4]
conflict. The United States should
of gone in hard and strong and
ended the conflict sooner. If Marlon Brando is insane then there
are a lot of insane people in the
world. If more people go see this
movie, please open your eyes and
mind. In my opinion, Ms. Weeks
needs to see "Apocalypse Now"
again.
Thank vou.
SFC THOMAS R. DUKE
ana* can.toadca. «*» can a»#*

I HI -SAT. ' JO 9 40 ADMISSION
ALL SEATS Si SO
STARTS FRIDAY—VESTA
MOVES TO FORTY-WEST 7NITE
' 1 Hvfl2Z-2S
Por» Mat*
FEBRUARY

ys/ritukn
——
• . • i. • i .<
—
OPEN 7 00 SHOW 7 30
ADMISSION f2.BO
STARTS FRIDAY—7 Nltes
I URTY-WEST •
THE SOUTHWESTERN
Invites
ROBIN PERKY
and guest
lo be our special guests al
the Vesta showing of
"10."
Please- call for tickets at
the Vesta Box Office.

SUPPLEMENT TO THE SOUTHWESTERN, FEB. 13, 1980
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15, 16, 17

No.

Local
Get

Miner

a n d Saloon

Hitched

a n d Strike

Suzette Alown
Leadville
were

married

in a

Fourth of J u l y c e r e 1

mony

complete with

fireworks.
Serving as best
man

was

Christmas

Maid

Saloon.

of honor

was

It R i c h !

S h o r t l y a f t e r the
wedding, Brown

was

seen d i g g i n g f o r gold
near

the

newly

couple's

built

cabin

when he came

across

a v e i n of g o l d .
Hank Smith, l o c a l

Morgan, owner o f the
Saddle Rock

Girl

Hannibal, Mo.

Johnny

Brown and Molly Tobin

3

m i n e r ,

estimates

Brown's

fortunate

find

"as wide as he

D o l l i e IaFortune who
M O L L Y TOBIN attempts to charm Johnny "Leadville" Brown into marrying her in an
early scene from "The Unsinkable Molly Brown," which will be presented in the South- i s a self-employed
western State University Auditorium Feb. 15, 16 and 17. Altus sophomores Rhonda patron of the Saddle
Milton and Mark Cain portray Molly and Johnny. Performances will be at 8 p.m. on
Rock Saloon.
Feb. 15 and 16 and at 2 p.m. on Feb. 17.

a nose f e r t h e s t u f f .

Christmas Morgan

J e s t s n i f f s i t out,

toasted the marriage

he does, "added Burt

saying, " I t s a marr-

Burrows, another min

iage put together by

ing

on.
D i s a s t e r
An

o n

"unsinkable"

luxury l i n e r

A t l a n t i c
C

safety.

on i t s

A complete l i s t

from

cf the s u r v i v o r s and

France t o the United

the dead hasn't been

States sank l a s t week

released as y e t . How

maiden

voyage

11 i*e»vs
of

D E N V E R

the
T e m p e r a n c e

Good Lord

self.
fell

Meeting

"Johnny

with

jest

Browns are

presently
to

has

buddy of Brown's.
The

him-

Why, Johnny
i n love

is t a l l i t i s . "

move

planning
to Denver

Molly the minute he

where they intend t o

that Denver m i l l i o n -

seen her workin' at

b u i l d a new home

a r e s u l t c f the d i s -

airess

Pennsylvania Avenue.

a s t e r , although

was

the Saddle Rock."
Mrs. Brown, the

Mrs. Brown was heard

former

to say, >"A1N'T

i n the m i d - A t l a n t i c .

ever, i t i s reported

Hundreds perished as

lifeboat

one

of people

managed t c escape t o

Molly Brown

b e l i e v e d t o be

fteJJL

on board.
(continued

page

7)

7:00

e.r*.

was a w a i t r e s s - s i n g e r
at the l o c a l meeting
place.

S o c i a l
Y e a r
af

E v e n t

o f

P l a n n e d

t h e

f

The "Grande Dame

ing

Denver,"

cathedral.

Gladys

McGlone has planned

o

r

funds f o r
Mrs.

a new

McGlone has

less waifs" a

l i s h e d patron of the

Mrs. McGlone

a r t s i n Denver.

that she enjoys "put

This s o c i a l event

f u n d - r a i s i n g dinners

t i n g s m i l e s on others
hearts."

be held on the

have aided many I x a l

terrace w i t h

the

er
i n f l u e n c e and l a v i s h

causes.

Her most r e -

a

good time."

(continued

page

8)

r a i s i n g dinner prom-

helped

ises

to be

Sing t h e i r beauty tc

r a i s e money f o r s i l -

gest

project

the scenic

verware for the Den-

Monsignor

Special guest fcrtti e

ver orphanage

been promoting

evening w i l l be the

Mrs.

Icnsjgicr Ryan who i s

t h i s reporter

Ln the midst c f r a i s -

she a n t i c i p a t e s head

McGlone

helluva

havin'

The coming fund-

cent

view.

on

added

i l i t e c f the c i t y ad

dinner

plan

puppy

tacular

rfill

been t c Denver and I

in.^ a s p r i n g campaign
to "buy those homeapiece for Christmas.

nansicn.

f r o m

ever

D e n v e r

always been an estab-

ler b e a u t i f u l Denver

The b r i d e i s

originally

another of her specparties at

Molly Tobin,

on

home.
told
that

her b i g
yet.

Ryan has
his

campaign f o r the new
c a t h e d r a l fcr s e v e r a l
(continued

page 4)

DENVER SOCIALITE Mrs. McGlone passes on a donation to Father Flynn in Southwestern State University's
production of "The Unsinkable Molly Brown." Debbie
Franklin, Erick graduate student, portrays Mrs. McGlone,
and Mark Barrett, Weleetka freshman, plays Father Flynn
in the musical which will be presented at 8 p.m. on Feb.
15 and 16 and at 2 p.m. on Feb. 17.

j n T r r o r r r r r n n m i i B »«»o B »» noooooooo
o
:

F a s h i o n

around

arriving

mauve (one of my fav-

you can

o r i t e s , by the way).

be sure that many cf

However, i t i s

fashions
from P a r i s ,
our

Denver

have been seen dash-

proper hat be chosen

ing f r a n t i c a l l y from

i n order to complete

boutique to f a v o r i t e

a

couturieres

outfit.

to pre-

truly

And

hats

robe f c r the upcoming

nate t h i s

s p r i n g season.

visit

iginal

elegant s e l e c t i o n of
finest s i l k s

the

daintiest laces.
But the

dazzling
bcut

fashion

to
most

feature a-

this

spring's

i s the

c o l o r scheme,

Glone i s

for

i s c f the most unciv-

the

l i z e d nature.

eecrWs

mansions

new
which

Francis

Art
To

hair

design

Visit
An a r t e x h i b i t i o n

before s e l e c t i n g one

coming

of the S p r i n g

the

hats.

held

this

Wednesday at

C i t y Museum.

It

Monsieur F r a n c i s gave

should prove to be a

C h a r l o t t e Smith

most i n s p i r i n g event,

one

of the mcst adorable

with

chignons I have ever

some

samplings

seen, I might add.

f i n e s t artwork.

of

v

e n t
F o l l o w i n g the r e -

one

i n the

ixhibil

w i l l be

of

of

Henry

b u t l e r , who t o l d

as Madame

McGlone

c h a u f f e u r , who

should be

butler,

I

am

from a nasty

the

claimed a r t i s t Maes-

Chef

t r o Garde11a.

prepare

Italy,

occasion.

to C h r i s t e n Mrs. Mc

This d e l i c a c y has

Glones'

been

Sparkling

named

"Gladys

new Rosewood V i d i a -

Ambrosia

mier.

(continued page 9)
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Flambeau."

A

Six n^kts a.u«*J<, iUro*gk

La-dies

mu.tt b e

7 . J o p.*.

£ s c o r n e d

the

for

barbaricus

!

sZ0-2^^

that
woman,

M o l l y Brown.
Can you imagine?
before

we know

i t , we won't be able
children

people of

walk the s t r e e t s . I f

I w i l l have

something i s n ' t done

toRouault,

to say, that the man

I f e a r these c h a r a c -

M a t i s s e , and P i c a s s o .

s i o n i t s e l f i s of no

t e r s pose a grave

Ladies, be

disgrace t o the com-

t h r e a t to each

to be shocked and y e t

munity.

everyone

fascinated!

these

and Cex-

prepared

However,

people

can't

are

and

of us who

the true e l i t e .

SOUTHWESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY MUSIC AND THEATRE DEPARTMENTS

exclusively

for t h i s

l i v e among

leaving
and going

to work

Beautiful

comprehensive

be the n a t i o n a l l y ac-

Milan,

her s t a f f

to l e t our

a

brought i n

from

t h i n k i n g of

to

offered

she has

created

i s actually

view of "modern" a r t ,

most

be

told

McGlones head

Why,

will

for the evening w i l l

traveled

little

my

Roberts,

mining town c a l l e d
L e a d v i l l e , and a c t u ally
are
trying

adds

has

speaking

c f Mr. and Mrs. J . J .

McGlone

ist

that

l a d i e s and gentlemen.

and Seurat

d e l i g h t which he has

me,
Mrs.

The entertainment

charming concert pian

great

concern t o a l l proper

w i l l be served, Mrs.

a culinary

of

the l i b e r t y c f moving

time, we

Meriweaters

as grand

Denver.

This

door

t o l d Mrs.

to someone

anne through VanGogh

Chevrolet t o

next

t o l d Mrs.

Charles Wordsworth's

in right

ing of French c u i s i n e

famous P a r i s i a n

we

informaof Mrs. Mc

miad, who

aid

that

people

the

heard

t i o n from one of the

have allowed t o move

from Manet

cause.

elite

first-hand

Glone who

course meal c o n s i s t -

his

most
However,

that

her party w i l l

Denver

language

even

city.

McGlone

hopes

of

Brown, who have taken

Europe's

I

grandest

servants

cital,

eight-

cf

their

s e c t i o n s c f our f a i r

months now, and Mrs.

an

known

f i n e s t and

PJU

At t h i s
S o c i a l
E
(continued from page 1)

having

kind

scheduled f c r an o r -

an

the

t o

C o i f f u r e ' s should be

Never before has
been such

And

being mere o r season, a

read or w r i t e !

that Mrs. Gladys Mc-

HOT- 50f
US£D- ZSi

with

even

T o w n

H
N
A
I
R
CUT

TeeU

beautiful

pare a most chic ward

there

I t i s no s e c r e t

S
H
A
V
E

a necessity that the

ladies

A b o u t
by Rona F e r r e t

Hocks-tdder

i

by Gertrude Snoot
w i l l center
latest

With the

R o u n d

F l a s h

°i
Weatherford, Oklahoma
PRESENT
THE UNSINKABLE
MOLLY BROWN
. . .luuc and (»(.,•! t>« Me*edi*n Hilton
book by Richa\d UoMiii
... ptoduced with pexmiaion o< MUSIC THEATRE INTERNATIONAL
FEBRUARY 15, 16, 1980
8:00 p.a.
FEBRUARY 17, 1980
2:00 p.a.
UNIVERSITY AUPITORIUM
MUSIC DIRECTOR: DR. CHARLES CHAPHAN
STAGE DIRECTOR: CLAUDE KEZER
TECHNICAL DIRECTOR: CHARLES WORLEY
Attittant Vinectox: Diane Uilliamt
Choieogiaphe\s • » i !k,i Hamilton, Vicki Downey
Cottumef Delenna Uilliamt, Paata Smith, Debbie f\anktin
' i: ( .'>' l.in-.-if. 1- A-.- ThoapeOn
FEATURING:
Light*' Canolyn Sledge, Reme Scnaefe* CAST
ri,.pi •
. Hilton
Kay Clayboum
(In order of appearance)
'Rhonda
a* Hotly Tobin
Stage.
Manage*:
Je<< Chaiiington
•Mite Battles
at Uichael
Tobin
Tarri EDCI
Daalta Davis
'Te\\y Batbie aa Atoytii Tobin
Janes Leonard
Jane Dumlcr
'Chaxlei Hopk*.nt at Patnick Tobin Karen Donley
Joerg Leach
•MaAfe Bawett at Uontigno* Ryan
Paula Smith
Janie Harvey
'Joe Thompson at Shamut Tobin
Audrey Peterman
Danny Uyatt
'Bud Fagenbuah at Chaxlie
Pan Robinson
Chcrl HcCee
'Rickey Uathit at Chxittmat Morgan Roele Lee
Elizabeth Crslg
•Don Sutttuan at Butt
Susan Polk
Sally llevine
'Pat Nell) at Banjo
Kathy Haillton Eddie Hogan
*Ma*b Ca-tn at Johnny Blown
Julia Hogan
Kathy Hogan
•lu< •
• OluntmeiA at policeman
Don Pornal
'Debbie Fxanklin at Hut. UcGtone
'Uichael Kettey at RobcACa
groups
of 10atorPxincett
.ore high
achool students will be admitted for 75c each
'Kim tleatt
DeLong
I'Paul
oa bwttt,
« « « iDeLong
^ iacutty and itudtnU «Ut bt admitted Utt
Beach at0Piince
oi
change uUh idtnt<Ucation ca*d.)
8
ADMISSION:
adults $2.00
atudents $1.00

' M o l l y

B r o w n '

P r o d u c t i o n

O p e n s

F e b .

1 5 , 1 6 , 1 7

The cast for the production of ess of Burlingame; Jocrg Leach, sor of language arts, is stage di- more.
Curtain time for Feb. IS and 16
"The Unsinkable Molly Brown," Duncan sophomore, Malcolm rector, and Dr. Charles Chapman, Jeff Cherrington, Hennessey is 8 p.m. The Feb. 17 performance
which will be presented on the Broderick; Janis Harvey, Moore associate professor in the music senior, is stage manager. Chore- will start at 2 p.m.
University Auditorium stage Feb. sophomore, Mrs. Walington; department, is musical director. ographers are Vicki Downey.
Admission will be S2 for adults
15, 16 and 17, has been an- Paula Smith, Cordell sophomore, Diane Williams, Okarchc soph- Fairview sophomore, and Kathy
and
SI for high school students.
Maitre
D';
Danny
Wyatt,
Woodnounced.
omore, is in charge of makeup Hamilton, Altus freshman.
In the title role of Molly Tobin ward junior, passenger and miner; and, in addition, serves as assist- Carolyn Sledge, Woodward Southwestern faculty and stuwill be Rhonda Milton, Altus Audrey Peterman, Laverne soph- ant director. Prop master is Kay freshman, will assist with light- dents will be admitted free with
university identification
sophomore. Another Altus sopho- omore, mother and royalty, and Claybourn, Oklahoma City sopho- ing.
more, Mark Cain, will portray Alice Rudkins, Hobart freshman,
and Pam Robison, Kingfisher Thcophilus
Johnny "Leadville" Brown.
Other cast members include senior, saloon girls.
Featured as "beautiful people" DID YOU READ ABOUT IT MAY DISPROVE
NO - THEY
YES. IT
Mike Battles, Purcell freshman,
THE ARCH/EOLOGIST'S
THE ANCIENT THEORY VERY LIKELY
will
be Rosie Lee, Duncan freshFOUND A
as Michael Tobin; Terry Barbre,
LATEST DISCOVERY ? THAT THE CLOCK HAD
NEANDERTHAL
CAME ABOUT
Moore junior, Aloysius Tobin; Joe man; Elizabeth Craig, Del City
TO HAVE A DESIGNER
MAINSPRING
Thompson. Lone Wolf junior, sophomore, and Sally Blevins,
THRU
Shamus Tobin; Charles Hopkins, Hinton sophomore. Other royalty
EVOLUTION
Weatherford freshman, Patrick will be played by Susan Polk.
Tobin; Mark Barrett, Weleetka Burns Flat sophomore, and Sharyl
freshman, Father Flynn and Mon- Newcomb, Mustang freshman.
Weatherford public school stusignor Ryan; Bud Fegenbush,
Burns Flat junior, Charlie, and dents Eddie, Kathy and Julia
Rickey Mathis, Elk City fresh- Hogan and Bryan Kezer will have
roles as children in the musical.
man, Christmas Morgan.
Claude Kezer, assistant profes- Church of Christ Bible Chair- DevotlonalTues.7p.m. - Billy King, Dir. - Phone:772-5179
Also in the cast are Don Sullivan, Oklahoma City freshman, as
Burt; Pat Neff, Sayre sophomore.
Banjo; Luis Gruntmeir, Kingfisher junior, Sheriff and Duke of
Burlingame; Debbie Franklin,
Erick graduate student, Mrs. McGlone; Michael Kelley, Weatherford senior, Roberts; Teri Moses
e
r
a
Emel, Thomas senior, Germaine;
Kim Weast, Weatherford junior,
I TOLD YOU WE WERE
Princess DeLong; Paul Beach,
'RUNNING OUTOF GAS, BUT
Weatherford senior, Prince DeNO, YOU HAD TO GET
Long; Damita Davis, El Reno
TO HARDEE'S!
junior, Countess Esthanotous;
His sport is rac
Jane Dumler, Okeene senior,
Hisrestauranti
Grand Duchess Marie Nicholaiovna.
And James Leonard, Buffalo
RUNNER, THE GAS STATION
sophomore, Count Feranti; Karen
IS THIS WAY,
Donley, Seiling sophomore, DuchI j & e n t o r of tt[*> JfieeR
THERE S ONE THIS
WAY, TOOyou SEE, I WAS
'THINKIN'ABOUT HARDEE'S!
AND THE MORE I
THOUGHT THE HUNGRIER
I GOT.. .

Debra Mahan
Lookeba-Sickles
Math Major
Sponsored By
Glenn Wright
Jake Wright II
Representatives For

OR A HARDEE'S
BIG ROAST BEEF SANDWICH!
NOW YOU'RE MAKIN' ME
HUNGRY TOO1.
THERE IT IS!
w' - *>*+

THATS NOT A
GAS STATION !

(c4-yc\l\slci
Fidelity Union Life
J Junior of tlie JSeek
Take this page
to the Sirloin of
America for your
American Sirloin
j Dinner for two with
drink and salad bar.
Charles L. Sanders
Of The
Sirloin of America
Good thru May 31, 1980

FOR A SCRUMPTIOUS
HARDEE'S BURGER LIKE
A BIG CHEESE OR A
BIG TWIN OR BIG
DELUXE.

A

HOT

H A M

FIRST THINGS FIRSTj
BESIDES I HAVE
A HARDEES COUPON! .

'N'CHEESE,M E D I U M SOFT D R I N K .

A N D R E G U L A R FRIES! A L L FOR JUST
1.79
Good at all participating Hardee's. Please present this coupon before ordering.
One coupon per customer, please. Customer must pay any sales lax due on the purchase price.
This coupon not good in combination with any other offers.
Offer good after 5:00 P.M.
Hardecr
925 East Main
BEST EATIN'ALL AROUND
COUPON EXPIRES FEBRUARY 26. 1980
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Kenneth Alvin Rutherford.
Lyndel Shumate, Carolyn Sue GlovHundreds of you Southwestern Big Foot, Kenneth Weams Brooks, pke.
Terry
Glenn
Bryant,
Carroll
Gene
Pamela Ruth Thomas son Sauer, er Snead, Ella Raye Lovejoy Stodseniors are making plan^ to gradDianna Lynne Mason, Stephen
uate in May. Well, you're not Burk.
W. McCan, Teressea Ann Hays Annie L. Brown Scarlett, Nola Sue dard, Monte Lynn Strutton.
Gregory Nelson Terrell, Lula
gonna unless you take care of a Rhonda Renee Decker.
Moore, Nancy Catherine Murphy. Schreiner, Janet Kay Sears, Beth
simple--but most important-little Sandra Kaye Fisher.
Charles Edward Painter, William Rae Shephard, Lynette Elaine Danita Throckmorton, Jay Michael
Mark Gentry Graham.
matter.
Edgar Parker, Maria Almae Es- Shuck, Judy Kay Morgan Smith, Trotter.
Troy
Lynn
Harden.
Melodee Ann Vines.
The Registrar's Office warns
pinoza Perez, Barbara Joann Potter, Gregory Dennis Soccio, Linda Gay
William Nets Kitscher, William Michael Allen Purdum.
Worley Stephens, Sheryl Lyn Suter. Barbara Kay Welk, Molly Lucille
that only those people who have
Martin Kohs.
Mark Evan Thiessen, Deborah Wilson, Carolton Westley Wolf Jr.,
filed an Application to Graduate
Leslie Ann Rousek.
Mark Rockford LaMarr, Cheryl
by 5 p.m. on Friday, Feb. 22, will Kaye Weese Lin stead, Dan-ell Lee Kenneth Dean Smith, Cynthia Ann Thompson, Teresa Lynn Tin- Joan Wright.
ney, Sheri Lynn Heffel Todd. Bachelor of Science In Nursing
be permitted to step forward at Lynch.
Lucille Sparks.
Brian D. Vaverka, Barbara Ann Debra Ann Curtis.
the May 16 Spring Convocation
Carol
Ann
Trissell.
James Arthur McCord, Jack CorMcAbee
Vice.
Teresa Lynn Heitschmidt.
and receive their degrees.
Dathan
V.
Wilson.
rey McNeely.
Albert
Frank
Walz,
Paula
Jeanne
Patricia Lenore Woodruff Jordan.
A list of the individuals who
Kent
Douglas
Yount.
Douglas Alan Phelps, Cynthia
Johnson Ward, J. Watson, Susan Jacqueline L. LaMarr.
have to date fulfilled this require- Lee Tanzy Purvis.
SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
Tana Renea Lindley Mashaney,
ment is published below. If your Debra Jean Reinhard, Craig Al- Bachelor of Arts in Education Carol Hartung Wedding, Kendra
Sue Weidenmaier, LaDonna Genice Ernest Dean Mills.
name is missing, the Registrar is len Riley, Jimmie Lee Akins Roan.Rebecca L. Adkins.
Marilyn Ella Gray Williams.
David Lyle Schoonmaker, Anna Gail Nannette Gum Bliss, Leigh Day Westfahl, Liesa G. Wiebe,
awaiting a visit.
Sonja Reanee Wilbum, Susanna Bachelor of Science
Christine
Steen.
Even those who have filed the
Anne Burghardt.
Williams, Buddy John Wood.
Larry Russell Zielke.
Max Don Burke.
Application to Graduate should
Eddy John Carder.
Irene H. Allison Edmonds.
check the list carefully. Is your Bachelor of Arts In Music
Lincoln Dale Harris, Rhonda Bachelor of Music Education
Cynthia Beth Frederick.
Cynthia Ann Hall.
name under the proper degree
Dean Skinner Hartwig, Mark Stev- Daryl Eugene Christy.
Kaye Hildebrand.
SCHOOL
OF
BUSINESS
Therese Antoinette Ziino Leonheading? And is your name puben Hunt.
Debra Lynn Johnson.
ard.
lished here exactly as you want it Bachelor of Arts
Richard Paul Kibbe.
Robert Anthony Lucich.
Jana Sue Lyda.
Cheryl Ann Riley.
printed on your diploma?
Danny Leroy Leamon, Terrell
Steven Willis Zahorsky.
Jean Elaine Perdicaris.
Debbie Lee Balch Snell.
Applications filed up to 4:30
Vann Leonard.
Cheryl Kim Moulton Reynolds. GRADUATE SCHOOL
p.m. on Feb. 7 came from the Bachelor of Science
Carla Ann Rupe Miller.
SCHOOL OF HEALTH
following:
Master of Education
Art Charles Annis, Johnny Mi- Lorenzo Sanchez, Cathy Sue
SCIENCES
SCHOOL OF ARTS AND
Sauer,
Kathy
Lynn
Robertson
chael Askew.
Mary Genelle EUedge Anderson,
Bachelor of Science In Pharmacy
SCIENCES
Bruce Kevin Bailey, Michelle Smith.
Ronnie Keith Avants.
Susan
Lorraine
Albus.
Bachelor of Arts
Deanne Bees, Karen Ann Bjork- Richard E. Torrence, Kenneth
Carol Jean Bonn, Carolyn Jean
David E. Badeen, G. S. Barati,
Kenneth B. Agosta.
man. Brenda Cheatham Bolander, Franklin Trickey Jr.
Hight
Burton, James Steven Bush,
Suann Raylene Beck, John Freese
David Wayne Bradley, Randy Jimmy Neil Briggs, Jima Jo BrisJune Etta Weinmeister.
Ginger
L. Atkinson Butler.
Becker, John Samuel Boling, Gregcoe, Deborah J. Alexander Brown. Bachelor of Science In Education
Butler.
Judith Kaye Talley Casebeer,
Michael
Ray
Calvert,
Robbye
ory
Steve
Brooks.
Suzanne Cox.
Cathy Jo Abercrombie, Joyce
Eugene Cohlmia, Kenneth D. Pearl Atkinson.
James B. Clark, Richard Allen Terri Lee Chandler, Tsung Chang
Theresa Lynn Moses Emel.
Chien, Jack E. Coody.
Combs.
Evan Brent Gibson, Steven Esteb
Kathryn Elizabeth Watson Bar- Covington.
Eula Jo Portwood Drury.
Lisa
Anne
DeThome,
Ella
Mae
William Kent DeShazo, David
Goulding.
ton, Diane A. Basler, Eddie William
Donnell, Jane Ann Dumler.
Iva Lynn Edmondson Evans.
Dee
Doherty,
Tammy
Leigh
DurJason Randolph Haas.
Bennett, Donny Dean Anthony
Jesse Wayne Ellis.
Rebekah Nan Hickerson Grimes.
John Melvin Kimbrough, Kirk
Bentz, Kimberly Bernhardt, Laura rett.
Jo Rita Farr, Brandon Kim
Andrea Eddins, Eugene Engs Jr., Florence Clare Haskell Hansen,
Woodson Koester.
Flaming, Vincent Kent Flaming, Lee Bixler, Leanna Gale Blevins, Keith Simmons Everett.
Toby L. Hawkins, Karen Lea JohnKathryn Elizabeth Lein, William Thomas Dale Forrest. Joyce Lynn Patti Jo Borchers, Kathleen MyTa
son Hestand.
Randall
Lynn
Felder,
David
Linn
Thomas Loftis.
Duggan Bordelon, Deborah Sue
Smith Funkhouser.
Curtis W. Jones.
Finke,
Gregory
Don
Funkhouser.
Tern Harvester McGill, Susan
W. Brad Giblet, Carol Ann Boyd Brooke, Susan Lynn Buck,
Luyong Sunny Keh.
James Mark Green, Gregory
Jeanne Kilpatrick Mitchell.
Debra Lynn Lowery Burchardt,
Griggs.
Wen-Shyy
Mao, Carol Waynel
Kathy Lynn Pyle Penner, Sharon
Steven Lee Haenchen, Kenneth Barbara Louise Burgess, Carroll Dewane Greenlee, Sidney James
Reynolds Mayes.
F. Pigeon.
Gutierrez.
Lee Hamilton, Linda Jeannette Gene Burk.
mary Villarreal Paciorek, Linda
Pamala Sue Robison.
Hardy, Donna Kay Nixon Harris,
Tamera Lea Boevers Cahill, Phyl- Jerry Craig Harper, L. Kent
Carol
Ferryman, John Albert
Gina Jeanette Small, Jodi K. Sang Non Cho Harris, Jeanne lis Linn Campbell, Tamara Lynn Hinds.
Phelan.
Stobbe, Charles Kim Sullivan.
Frances Hatcher, Gary Lynn Hig- Carr, Betty Jean Conatser, Viva
Alfred A. Jackson.
Nelda Parrish Ragsdale.
Stephen Bryant Thorp, Kimberly gins, William Joe Hurst.
Barbara Elizabeth Ann Kelly.
Kay Bailey Coulter.
Ruth Turner.
Lela Lorene Scantlin Jarousak.
Steven Powell Sappington, PaTracey
Lea
Lawhon,
Mark
Jay
Cindy Lee Cox Eckert, Lisa Ann
tricia Ann Riley Simmons.
Robin Shayleen Wagner, Cathy
Leslie Rene' Kaiser, Patricia
Lovell.
Edwards,
Tommy Jane Ellis.
Gale Webb.
Elaine Kephart.
Paul Kent McGaha, Ricky Edwin Deborah L. Vosler.
Bachelor of Science
Kim LaDale Ledbetter, Paul Mat- Mildred L. Failing, Brenda K. Merritt, David Roger Morris, Greg- Margaret Angeline Arnold Wallace. Jer-Jinn Wang.
Steve T. Alexander, David K. thew Lehrman, Ronnie Braun Lep- Eastman Fairchild, Karen Kay Fow- ory Lynn Myers.
ler, Albert Emanuel Friedrich LTJ.
Anpalagan.
Master of Business
Gary Lee Gandy, Sheila Ann God- Brooks Ryan Nyce.
Sharon Kay Battle, Dolores Subia
Administration
Jimmy Doyle Parmer, Dennis
frey, Phyllis A. Hart Greeley,
Dominick Paul D'Achille.
Warren Patterson, Herbert (Rusty)
Sharon Gayle Bellizzi Green.
Brad William Fitzgerald.
Dan Edward Hadley, Peggy Sue Leon Pendley Jr., Randall Quirt Richard Lee Gray.
Haller, Rex Anne Haltom, Jamie Perkins, Julie Ann Phillips, Regina
Thomas Edward Humphreys Jr.
Wynne Hawkins, Donna Jo Hayes, Margaret Poteet.
Master of Science in
Charles Lemuel Raff Jr., David
Renee' Lynn Rutz Heffel, Linda
Applied Psychology
Susan Feese Hensal, Gina Gae Kevin Randolph, Julia Jane Dick- Edwin Paul Guinther.
Higgins, Deborah May Hinkle, erson Rauch, Marshall Alien Rauch,
G Gary
r e Wayne
e k
V i e w s
JoAnn Holmstrom. Jeff Kent Darrell Lynn Rider.
House, Robbi Denise Chambers Riley, Vera Lynn Anthony Robertson, L.
KathrynSHELBY
Robison, Kim
By JANET
Howe.
Residents of the Phi Delta
Renee'
Rosenbaum.
New
Gamma
Phi
Beta officers Theta homestead are: Chuck
Lana G. Merrick Jackson, NorWayne
Sampert,
David Smith, Bryan Powers, Bruce RanSaralyn
Smith,
parliamenman Gregory Jackson, Susan Lynn are:Timothy
Lee Saville,
Earlene
Ann Schaefer,
Debbie
Williams,
"The dolph, Jeff Nicklas, Tom MossJackson, Susan Grace Janzen, Linda tarian;
Dwight Bryan
Shoopman, Waymon
Crescent"
correspondent;
Cindy man, Bart Cox and Brent Cox.
C. Kauk Johnson.
Scalf, assistant treasurer; Tammy
Gayla Carol Kadavy, Gregory Al- Miranda, assistant pledge train- Jim Hunsickcr is the Phi Delt
len Karber, Cleta Loyce Keller, er; Rhonda Milton, songlcader; faculty advisor.
Kimberly Jo Kendall, Debra Lynn Sharon Mahlstcdt, Panhellenic;
Returned this week from a TKE
Sanders Kilhoffer, Elizabeth Ann Chcri Lou McGcc, rituals' chair- district leadership conference in
person; Lynn Eby, historian; Houston were Teed Bishop and
Smalley King.
Mary Ann Miller Lenaburg, Rob- Rcnce Birdwcll. philanthropy Bud Lyman. The brotherhood of
chairperson, and Susie Ware, Tau Kappa Epsilon is proud to anbie Lou Steenbergen Litsch.
Debra Lynn Mahan, Jerri An- senior disciplinary representative. nounce their pledge roster: Jon
Congratulations go to Gamma Phi
nette Martin, Marilyn Sue Massey, pledges Jamie Davis, Barbara Ward. Kenny Cole. Kenny Stotts,
Sharon Kaye Matthews, Sandra Brinkley, Elaine Bernhardt, Kay Mark Reynolds, Larry Compton.
Kay McDonald, Vicki Jeanne Mc- Hobrecht, and Tammy Morgan. Randy Roof, and Kevin Black. ToDonald, Deborah Gail Snider MilPanhellenic
vice-president. night, the TKEs will toast cupid
Teresa Moore, Alex freshman and 1981 yearbook editor, poses with ler, Donna Gayle Spencer Miller, Pam Pool, encourages all girls in- and sweethearts at a Valentine's
Pam Weeks, Gage Junior; Tim Allen, Hobart sophomore, and Tcrl Zackery Paul Morgan, lata Carol terested in a "sorority" experi- Party.
fcmel, Thomas senior; associate editor, sports editor, and editor re-Mosburg, Kelly A. Mumbower. ence to leave their name and Added Notes: Vicki Roach and
spectively, of THE SOUTHWESTERN for this semester.
Cherri Lynn Nelson, Connie Lynn phone number in Dean Johnson's Kay Bowen now wear the colors
office.
of Alpha Gamma Delta. Pi Kappa
Newton.
Alpha Scott Drinkwater is the new
Deanna Kay O'Hara, Marshall
lntcrfraternity Council president.
Dwight Ogletree, Rickey Thomas
Owens.
Judy Marlene Horn Palesano,
Gail
Roshell,
anne
Riffe,
son,
Florence
mie
Dana
Lynn
Perry,
Melissa
Itol
Rennee
Kathy
Dutton
Pollard,
Renea
Regier,
Christine
Cynthia
Diane
Ann
Willie
Marie
Sue
Roshell,
Smith
Fillmore
Jenkins
Marie
Recia
Julia
Ann
Powell.
Reed,
Rogers,
E.
Peck,
Sanders
Louise
Faylene
Pauls
Robert
W.
Pierce,
Payne,
Elaine
Dayanna
Diana
Roshell,
Peters,
Taylor
Rogers,
Wade
PoulTern
RoxTamGail
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By TIM ALLEN
game, Southwestern hit 10 of 16 score over 10 poinls. Kli.nl. ,
;atc struck upon the eyes of the free throws and shot 34 times scored II points in thefinalhalf
Idogs this past week as the from the field and connected on to give him a total of 20 points,
ncron Aggies and Southeast- 15 of them for a shooting percent- and Ebcrhart's eight-point first
Savages handed the Bulldogs age of 44.1 percent.
half performance gave him a
,cs. Southeastern defeated
The Savages came out in the game total of 12 points.
Ithwestern 84-75 Saturday final half and shot SO per cent
Cameron had four players in
ht in an Oklahoma Intcrcol- from the field. Two missed free doublefigures-KeithKimble, Lciate Conference tilt, and the throws could be accounted for in Roy Jackson. Ray Franklin and
ion's fourth-ranked Aggies the second half by Southwestern Andre King. Kimbcl and Franklin
n a hard-fought battle 83-65 in for an 86.6 per cent average.
scored 20 poinls each, Jackson
istrict 9 contest.
Four players scored in double had 19 points and King added II
n the Saturday night contest. figures for the Bulldogs. Andrew points.
Bulldogs fell behind at inter- 'The Candy Man' Rhodes scored
Only four games arc left on the
ssion by a score of 45-35, and 14 points to top the Southwestern Bulldogs' slate for the 1979-80
: Savages maintained their lead scorers. Kevin Ebcrhart and Fred- season. Tonight they will host
1 entire second half and ended die Kibby each had 11 points, and OIC companion Northeastern in
with the victory.
Jeff Arnold scored 10 points.
the 'Dog House, then will travel
Southwestern hit a perfect 5-5
Jerry Jones was the leading re- to Central State Saturday night.
m the free throw line in the bounder for Southwestern with They will host Northwestern Feb.
;ning half and shot 40.5 per seven, Eberhart and Rhodes pul- 20 and plav at East Central Feb.
it from the field, connecting on led down five rebounds, and 23.
of 37 attempts. Southeastern, Kibby had four rebounds. As a
the other hand, hit 9-11 charity team, the Bulldogs out-rebounded
>ts in the first half and slipped the Savages 13-5 on the offensive
28 field goals through the hoop end of the court, but Southeastern
a 64.3 shooting percentage. had 24 defensive rebounds comIn the final 20 minutes of the pared to Southwestern's 17.
In the game with Cameron, the
Y o u r
^ ^ C o w g i r l
contest was much closer than the
peech Contest
score indicated.
Southwestern held the first
o r
C o w b o y
S w e e t h e a r t
>b. 15, 16
lead of the game but it didn't last
for
long
as
the
Aggies
took
a
\n estimated 600 to 1000 high
tool students will travel to 34-31 lead to the dressing room at
d e s e r v e s
t h e b e s t
o n
r-OSU Feb. 15 for the Annual halftimc. Cameron was shooting
•national Speech Tournament. way off their normal shooting perch state high school with a centage, and the Dogs were able
V a l e n t i n e ' s
D a y .
npetitive speech program has to keep up.
The
Bulldogs
shot
38
per
cent
en invited to participate.
lack Shaw, assistant professor from the field in the contest and
S h o p
Speech/Theatre, is serving his hit on 60 per cent of their free
venth year as tournament di- throws. Cameron shot 40 per cent
1or. Diane Williams. Okarche from the field and 7b per cent
A Y E R S W E S T E R N
W E A R
shomore. is assisting as tourna- from the charity stripe.
:nt coordinator.
The spots Cameron really domWeatherford
Shaw anticipates that 40 to 50 inated the Bulldogs were at the
;h schools will participate in free throw line and in rebounds.
s year's tournament.
Southwestern connected on 9-15
The two-day event will open free shots, while the Aggies
iday, Feb. 15, and will concen- visited the stripe 30 times and
te on debate tournaments. hitting 23 of them. Southwestern
aw explained that the schedule was only able to pull dow n 29 reII allow schools not participat- bounds compared to the 56 total
> in debate only having to come rebounds accumulated by the
Aggies.
Saturday.
Saturday's activities will in- Southwestern had two guys
ide the individual events, rang- gpnnr
l from original oratory to
morous duet acting.
Each event will be divided into
V a l e n t i n e
C a r d s
b y
H a l l m a r k .
ree classes according to the size
the school. Winning speakers
d teams will qualify for the
gionals tournament.
V a l e n t i n e
F l o w e r s
Shaw said this tournament is
nsidered as one of the better
eech tournaments in the state.
d e l i v e r e d
l o c a l l y
Speech majors, minors, faculty
o
;mbers, and visiting speech
aches will judge the speaking o
o r
w i r e d
t o a n y
o t h e r
c i t y .
o
ents.
Shaw added that time-keepers
e needed for the tournament.
ty interested students may conit Diane Williams in SI 15, or
O r d e r
E a r l y
t o a s s u r e
II Ext. 4416.
ANNOUNCING
THEJ V a i l S a l o n
113 W. Rainey
A Revolutionary, New
lanicure to lengthen nails
or women who have never
ad beautiful, long-lasting
lails before! THESE ARE
JOT SCULPTURED, butj
i new process to extendi
'our nail. ONLY $25
$25.j
2 Hr. Appointment re(uired.
!
Call 772-6071 j
after 2:30 p.m. [
Lynn Olson-LicensedX
Manicurist J jfr p o o o o o o o PJLOJ 111 ii»»»»»»m» m m

complete selection.
We aecept Visa or Master Charge Cards.

( j i f l an J s l o w e r Slxop

iii-aii^-ifHiHi'^^il

a a JUULJLPJUUIJ^^

Main & Washington
772-3378
t a»a BJUUUULSULS^^

B r i d a l

S h o w c a s e

S c h e d u l e d

F e b .

Deadline for Graduating

21

Seniors Applications

wedding stationery. Added to this high schools which arc expected
By DIANA HERRERA-ORTIZ
For (hose thinking about mar- year's Showcase is a disco fashion to attend.
riage, those who have decided to show from Ratcliffe's Action Local and area merchants will
marry, and those who just enjoy Sports.
be giving away door prizes at
nice things, the Sixtli Annual
The bridal fashion show will be each show. At each show a
Bridal Showcase can answer many cmcecd by Darla Foreman of drawing for a Las Vegas trip.
questions about weddings. The Myrtle's in Oklahoma City. sponsored by Hutto's. will be
Bridal Showcase will be held in Myrtle's will be providing the held. Damron's Jewelers, Clinthe Student Center Ballroom on wedding and bridesmaids' dres- ton, will also hold a drawing at
Feb. 21.
ses for the show. Local shops arc the end of the day for a diamond
The Ballroom will be trans- showing the trousseau and other ring.
formed into a wedding setting wear.
Other local merchants particiwith the aid of Jack's Flowers of
pating include Rena Kay's. Pink
Weatherford and other participat- Shows are scheduled throughout the day at 10:30 a.m., 1 p.m., Turtle, The Kloset, Frankie's.
ing merchants.
4
p.m., and 7 p.m. Dean Freda Kelley's Jewelers, Toni's TreeThe Upper Lounge is reserved
Johnson
and Gary Thompson, co- house, Nabor's Shoe Inn, and
for merchants' displays of bridal
chairpersons,
have requested that Terry's Shoe Garden. Special
accessories including china, crysthe
general
public
attend the af- recognition goes to the Commertal, flatware, photography, church
settings, reception catering and ternoon and evening shows if pos- cial Art class for designing the
sible. The first show has been re- showcase posters and program
served for students from 40 area cover.
Medical Records
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Applications Taken
Applications are now being accepted for the 1980-81 Junior
Class in the Medical Record Administration Program.
To be considered for acceptance, an applicant must have
maintained a CP.A. of 2.25 and
must have satisfactorily completed enough pre-professional curricula to insure theirfinalcompletion within the two-year professional sequence or be totally
through by the summer of 1982.
Fifteen to 20 students will be accepted into the program.
A review panel will meet with
each candidate to evaluate the
student's potential for becoming
a good medical record administrator. The panel will make
recommendations to the Director
of the Medical Record Administration Program who will notify
the student whether his application has been accepted or denied.
A student may be accepted as
an "alternate" and may enroll in
the professional program should
one of the selected students become unable to continue. No student will be accepted after the fall
semester has begun.
Deadline for filing an application is Feb. 18. The applications
may be obtained from Marion
Prichard. SllOd. or Faye Kelln,
SllOe.
Questions may be directed toward either Ms. Prichard or Ms.
Kelln at Ext. 4012 or 772-6019.

Smorgasborg Lunch
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of our many 14K gold pendants. If you need a
special Rift for someone you really care about,
please think about us. We have a fine selection
of gifts you can afford.
Prices from $45.00.

y
lAJgallierforJ

Dear Cupid,
Tell HIM to check out the new shipment of fine
costume, gold filled, and sterling silver jewelry at
Gibson's Discount. Or maybe a gift of fragrance or even
a traditional heart of chocolates and the valentine cards
are discount too.
..
signed, J 4 e r

Dear Cupid,
Tell HER I'm more practical and Gibson's has a line
of Maxell & TDK tapes in High & Normal Bias at
discount prices. Also they have Sound Guard Record
Care Systems to keep my collection sounding its best.
Don't forget Gibson's has good smelling things for guys
too.
signed, ^J4im

Dear E veryone,
Shop Gibson's Discount to find what will delight
your valentine and save money while you're at it.
signed,

Cupid

S O N ' S
DISCOUNT
Mon.-Fri. 9-7

CENTER

Sat. 9-6

in Downtown Weatherford
108 E. Main

Sun. 1-6

I
a»
WAYLAND KIMBLE

GREG COBBLE
S t u d e n t s

O f f e r

C a m p u s

I m p r o v e m e n t

make suggestions on what they
"The men. Because I've seen
By SUSAN POLK
would like to see changed at better. Also, the theatre departThe problems of our nation are Southwestern, and here are their
ment. They need more money and
•ery crucial to each and every one answers:
they
need to build a new theatre
if us. However, there are some
for productions." -- Charlynn
"A
new
auditorium.
Because
troblems which can be as equally
Boucher. El Paso, Tex., freshlistressing in our own back yard. the present one really stinks. It man.
would really improve the quality
To SWOSU students, this of productions. A better variety of "They ought to improve the
rampus is a vital concern. Stu- productions could be given. It gymnasium. 1 would like to see a
lents do have the right to their would not only help the theatre. physical education building so all
>pinions on how money should be but also the quality of the musi- the students can have access to
>pent to improve college facilities. cals '--Diane Williams. Okarche it." -- Benny Barnett, Sentinel
But unless these ideas are voiced, sophomore.
freshman.
there is little chance that anything "More parking. So we don't
"Most important we need a
>vill be done towards making the have to walk so far in ice and bigger gym and changes such as
improvements.
snow. "--Karman Pankratz, Cor- more parking space, better lightSeveral students were asked to dell senior.
ing at night, and instead of
t h o n d a ' s

M o l l y ;

M a r k ' s

DAVID WILSON

KARMAN PANKRATZ

S u g g e s t i o n s

weeds, let's have a little more and extra gymnasium areas."-grass."--Susan Janzen. Fairview Greg Cobble. Seneca. Mo.. 1st
senior.
year pharmacy.
"Better lighting around the "I'd like to sec more freedom
buildings, especially around steps of expression among students on
and the west side of the Science this campus."--David Burllson.
Building." - Darrin Goucher. Tecumseh junior.
Spencer senior.
"The lighting situation on
"I think they need to have more campus needs help. At night
parking space. Because if you're there arc places on campus that
late, you end up having to walk a are altogether too dark. Also the
long way to get to class."--Way- phone service is a little slow. My
land Kimble. Hydro freshman. roommate and I have called the
"Ship in trees and water, es- operator and let the phone ring
pecially water. 1 Icel like there for two to three minutes. It
should be more athletic facilities shouldn't be that way."--David
for this school such as raquctball. Wilson. Red Rock sophomore

J o h n n y - o n
S t a g e
Besides
play
practice
and other
In Cain's first major role, he
By PAM ROB1SON
activities. Cainfindstime to work
admits
that
his
biggest
challenge
Surprise was the main reaction
is having to act angry. "Johnny is during the night at a local grocery
of both Mark Cain and Rhonda basically a happy-go-lucky guv store. He also manages to spend a
Milton upon learning that they who doesn't say a whole lot. but little time with his girlfriend.
had been cast in the leading male when he does have something to Cheryl Riley, who talked him into
and female roles of Southwest- say, he really means it," he auditioning for the play.
ern's production, "The Unsink- revealed.
Milton, who is a member of
able Molly Brown."
Select Choir and Show Choir, diCain
said
he
can
relate
to
"I saw the list of people and
vides her spare time along a
their roles and thought that a Johnny's basic carefree attitude variety of interests.
but
finds
the
quick
changes
of
character with the name of LeadShe is the activities chairman of
ville Johnny Brown had to be a bit emotion difficult to portray.
Gamma
Phi Beta social sorority.
Describing herself as an enpart," Cain related.
docs programs for organizations.
thusiastic
person,
Milton
states
It was not until an hour later
and enjoys playing her guitar .and
that a friend told him that he had that the main difference between singing.
her
enthusiasm
and
her
chara leading role. "I told her I didn't
Dancing is another one of Milbelieve it, and not to get my acter's is Molly's coarseness.
ton's talents, and she has taken
hopes up," he added.
"Molly is kind of a rough-type nine years of ballet, tap. and jazz
"I couldn't stop grinning after and I'm not like that," she ex- lessons from a professional dancshe finally convinced me about plained about her second major er. She likes arts and crafts, and
it," Cain laughed. "I was so musical role. Last year at Altus draws when she has time.
Junior College, she carried her
happy."
Both Cain and Milton expressed
Milton went on stage to audi- first lead role as Sally Bowles in that one of the most valuable astion and did not think about it "Cabaret."
sets of participating in the musical
again until someone told her she
The musical keeps both stu- is making new friends and meethad gotten the part of Molly. "I dents pretty busy, but each find ing people they would have never
couldn't believe itl I wasn't really time for other activities when they met otherwise. "Everyone in the
expecting to get the part because have a chance.
musical is really super," Milton
I tried out just for the fun of it,"
added.
Cain
is
a
member
of
the
Chamshe said.
Cain plans to go into teaching
The two Altus sophomores ber Choir, Select Choir, and and church music as a choir diMen's
Glee
Club
at
Southwestwere active in their high school's
rector or music minister. Milton
musical productions of "Carou- ern. He is also the president of has visions of performing and
MOLLY TOBIN Brown, played by Rhonda MUton, shows Johnny
Chi
Alpha,
the
campus
organizasel," "South Pacific." and "Hello
Brown,
played by Mark Cain, how she protects herself from permaking records. "If I'm good
Dolly," but neither had lead tion for the Assembly of God enough," she quickly submitted. sistent suitors during play rehearsal.
Church.
roles.

S P O R T S

B R I E F S

Hubic Pair edged th": Thunder- handed Oklahoma Christian Colbunnies 34-32 as the second week lege an 86-43 loss in the opening
game. Elizabeth Phillips paced
of Intramurals tipped off.
Other team scores were: the the scoring for Southwestern with
Wildcats over the Elks 30-4, 20 points.
In the second game, the Lady
Mean Machine out-gunned the
Eagles 49-24, the Jets zoomed by Bulldogs dozed their way through
the Pikes with a score of 48 15, Bethany 48-51. Again Phillips
AGA Outlaws ambushed WB's was the leading scorer with 21
43-22, and the Faculty defeated points. Phillips was also one of
the five girls named to the AllPhi Delta Chi #1 30-24.
Thursday's results were: Oh Tournament Team at Cameron.
Guns over TKE 26-16. Greer
County over the Rookies 72-15,
Kappa Si #2 over Phi Delta Chi
WOMEN
21-17, Funkadelics over DeathWomen intramural basketball
wish 77-37, TNT over All-Stars
35-34, and the Phi Delts over TKE results after two weeks of competition are the Tots over Double
H\ 50-36.
Dribblers 17-14, Something Special over the Stealers 21-15, Zip
Cameron Invitational Tourna- Hers won by forfeit over Gamma
ment was off to a fast start for thePhi Beta, and Alpha Gamma deLady Bulldogs. Southwestern feated Studs 17-11.

V
February

P u b l i c H e a l t h
Rodney Sumner, representative
of The University of Oklahoma
Health Sciences Center, will set
up an American Indian Health
Professions Recruitment booth on
the Southwestern University
campus Feb. 18, 1980.
Mr. Sumner will have particular
information about the career and
employment opportunities for Native Americans in Public Health.
C O M P U T E
I N

O N E

C a r e e r s t o b e
Many students do not have much
awareness about the public health
field, therefore, few American
Indians have a Master of Public
Health, (M.P.H.) degree, employed within the health field.
This recruitment effort will be
coordinated through George Curtis, BIA counselor. The booth will
be set up in the Student Union

D e s c r i b e d
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m.
All interestea students are wel
come and encouraged to comt
and talk about public health careers, admissions procedures, financial assistance, and graduation requirements with this 01)
representative. For further information please contact George
Curtis at Extension 4429.
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